ABSTRACT Closed-form harmonic distortion (HD) formulas are derived by a symbolic tool for continuoustime Sigma-Delta modulators (CTSDMs). Distortion caused by operational amplifiers (Opamps) inside active-RC integrators is analyzed by the Volterra series method. Using the closed-form formulas the third order HD factor (HD3) can be calculated directly without the need of running conventional behavioral simulation. Application of the closed-form formulas to distortion optimization is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Continuous-time Sigma-Delta modulators (CTSDMs) are a type of data converters widely studied in the literature [1] . This type of modulators often employ active-RC integrators for the implementation of loop filters. Therefore, the nonlinearity of the operational amplifiers (Opamps) used inside active-RC integrators may cause distortion in loop filters. Since distortion may degrade the CTSDM performance, several prior works have studied the nonlinearity modeling and analysis issues in this regard [2] - [5] . This paper is motivated by two recent works. Pavan [5] developed a Volterra series based behavioral simulation method for harmonic distortion (HD). To apply the Volterra series theory, a CTSDM is divided into two linear systems at the behavioral level: one including the linear loop filter and the quantizer, and the other is the pure linear loop filter without the quantizer. The nonlinearity of the first RC-integrator in the CTSDM is converted to a current input to the second linear system in simulation. By simulating the two linear systems together in the time domain using a discretetime (DT) toolbox, Pavan [5] reported that accurate distortion properties of CTSDMs could be captured.
Shi [6] proposed a symbolic distortion analysis method for multi-stage Opamps, again by applying Volterra series to deal with the condensed nonlinearity associated with each stage of an Opamp. Closed-form frequency-dependent HD formulas
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can be generated automatically by the proposed symbolic tool.
In this brief we formulate a symbolic method as an application of the symbolic tool proposed in [6] to generate closedform HD formulas so that the behavioral simulation task as done in Pavan's work [5] becomes unnecessary. We demonstrate that closed-form HD formulas can be directly used for numerical calculation of the third order HD (HD3) with acceptable accuracy.
We first review the basic principle of symbolic method for distortion analysis of Opamps in Section II. Then we extend the symbolic distortion analysis principle to CTSDMs and derive closed-form formulas for HD3 in Section III. After validating the correctness of the HD3 values calculated by the closed-form formulas, we further discuss in Section IV an application of using the closed-form HD3 formula to circuit optimization. This brief is concluded in Section V.
II. SYMBOLIC DISTORTION ANALYSIS METHOD
An Opamp is typically composed of several stages, each stage is a voltage to current converter with an impedance load. For behavioral analysis it is adequate to model each Opamp stage by a two-port block shown in Fig. 1 .
Assuming weak nonlinearity with each stage, we model each stage as a voltage-controlled current source (VCCS) element (or called a G m element). The current source depends on the two port voltages V i and V o in the form of a third order polynomial:
where subscripts m(k) and o(k) (k = 1, 3) denote the partial orders with respect to the input and output voltages. Note that in this equation the second order nonlinear terms have been omitted because in this work we assume that all Opamps used in CTSDMs are fully differential, making the even order term unimportant.
In expression (1) g m (1) and g o (1) are alternatively written as g m(1) = g m and g o(1) = g o . The cross-product terms in (1) model the intermodulation effect that could potentially exist with multi-stage Opamps in which feedback compensation is often employed.
A circuit containing nonlinear elements of the form given by (1) can be conveniently analyzed by Volterra series. The procedure is iterative. Firstly, a linearized circuit by dropping the high order terms in (1) is solved. Secondly, the nodal voltages solved in the first step are used to define new current sources placed right at the locations where the nonlinear G m 's are and the linearized circuit is solved once again. After several iterations, all the Volterra series components for the interested output signal can be obtained.
Given the polynomial (1), the excitation current produced by this nonlinear G m element can be expressed by (after simple polynomial manipulation) [6] (2) in which the coefficients are from the cubic polynomial terms, V i (1) and V o (1) denote the nodal voltages solved from the first linear system, and I Gm (3) denotes the current source to be applied in the iterative Volterra series solving. We refer to I Gm(3) as a virtual current source.
The iterative nature of Volterra series analysis is selfevident by looking at equation (2) . The first time solving gives V i (1) and V o (1) (with the voltage input V in as the only excitation). In the second time solving the current source I Gm (3) defined in terms of V i (1) and V o (1) becomes an excitation while V in is shorted. The solution V o (3) from the second time solving can be used to calculate the HD3 factor.
We note that in the setting of symbolic analysis [6] , the iterative solving as mentioned above can be transformed into a transfer function (TF) generation problem because the circuits we are solving are linear circuits with multiple input-output (IO) ports. The symbolic generation problem for a multiple IO circuit with readable condensation has been addressed in [6] . Denoting by h V n (s) the TF from input voltage V in to a node n whose voltage is of interest, we have
Analogously, we denote by
the nodal voltage at node n due to the excitation of the current source I Gm(3) applied at the nonlinear G m port. Note that the triple frequency 3s in (4) is due to the third order solution of the the Volterra series [6] . Also note that the above two TFs share the common denominator because the TFs are associated with the same linearized circuit. The superscripts V and I are indicative of whether the respective excitation signal is a voltage or a current.
In terms of the previous TFs we may rewrite the virtual current source I Gm (3) as a function of V in , giving rise to
where In the case of a multi-stage amplifier, we may introduce an extra index j to trace the stages and write the HD3 factor in the following form of superposition ( [6] )
where A is the amplitude of the input voltage and J is the total number of stages. If frequency component is not of interest, we may set s = 0 to obtain the direct current (DC) expression.
III. CLOSED-FORM HD FORMULAS FOR CTSDMS
In this brief we mainly consider first and second order CTSDM circuits as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The first order SDM (SDM1) contains a single RC integrator while the second order SDM (SDM2) contains two RC integrators. We assume that the loop filter of both types of SDM employ a cascade of integrators with feedback (CIFB) and a non-returning-to zero (NRZ) DAC of the resistive kind. The feedback resistors R b1 and R b2 and the integrators comprise the loop filter.
At the behavioral level the quantizer in each SDM has been simplified to a quantization noise signal e. Each modulator converts an analog input signal u to a quantized digital signal v. The quantizer samples the output signal from the last integrator with the oversampling frequency f s . Inspection on the SDM circuits reveals that the Volterra series based HD analysis on Opamps can be directly extended to the SDM circuits, because by ignoring the sampling and quantizing effect the SDMs as shown become dynamic systems with nonlinearities only internal to the Opamps. Then the same Volterra series principle can be extended to dealing with such SDM circuits.
Since the first integrator in a high order SDM is the dominant source of distortion ( [2] , [3] ), symbolic generation of the closed-form HD3 factor turns out to be feasible by using the tool in [6] . In this brief we mainly consider active-RC integrators using one-stage or two-stage Opamp.
The closed-form HD3 factor is given by the analytical formula (7) provided that the symbolic TF expressions are generated corresponding to different circuit configurations. Fig. 4 is the model for the HD analysis of SDM1 with a one-stage Opamp in the integrator. It suffices to analyze the half circuit in a fully differential design.
A. SDM1 WITH ONE-STAGE OPAMP

Shown in
In this model we have only one nonlinear G m element which depends on V gm1 and V out as indicated in the figure. Therefore, TFs to both voltages V gm1 and V out should be generated. When performing the second time solving, we use the virtual current I gm1 as the excitation. Thus four TFs are sufficient to complete the closed-form HD3 for CTSDM1. The AICE-D program developed in [6] generates the four TFs as follows:
Since all TFs have the identical denominator, we only print the numerators and the single denominator. The AICE-D program can automatically generate dominant-term condensed expressions. For example, the expression for D(s) has been dominant-term approximated. Analogously, the superscripts V and I with the numerator expressions are indicative of the input signal type: voltage V in or current I Gm (3) . Substituting the above TFs to equation (7), we obtain the closed-form HD3 of this realization of SDM1. Remark 1: It is worth noting that an active-RC integrator has a flat low-frequency band before cutoff. Typically, integrators would be operating in the flat band. Hence, it is usually adequate to generate the DC expressions for HD3. Currently, we have not observed special utility of the poles and zeros. Therefore, in the following case studies we only print the DC expressions for the sake of brevity.
B. SDM1 WITH TWO-STAGE OPAMP
When SDM1 employs a two-stage Opamp, the circuit model for distortion analysis becomes that shown in Fig.5 . This model involves two nonlinear G m elements. The first one is G m1 = G I m (V gm1 , V gm2 ) and the second one G m2 = G II m (V gm2 , V out ). The three nodal voltages, V gm1 , V gm2 , and V out marked in the figure, are relevant for TF generation. The three excitation signals are V in , I gm1 , and I gm2 in Volterra series analysis. Hence, a total of nine TFs are required to complete the closed-form HD3 expression for this realization of SDM1.
All the closed-form TFs can be generated by the AICE-D program. Listed below are the DC terms of those TFs with V in as the input; the rest are omitted due to space limitation.
Again, the closed-form HD3 factor can be obtained by substitution of the TFs into (7).
C. SDM2 WITH ONE-STAGE OPAMP
The circuit model of SDM2 using a one-stage Opamp for integrator is shown in Fig. 6 . Distortion from the second integrator is insignificant, thus we assume the Opamp with the second integrator ideal for behavioral analysis.
The nodal voltages V gm1 and V 1 marked in the figure are relevant to the TF analysis. The DC terms with V in as input are listed below:
With these TFs we can obtain the closed-form DC expression of HD3 from equation (7) for this realization of SDM2.
D. SDM2 WITH TWO-STAGE OPAMP
In the last case we consider SDM2 with the integrators implemented by two-stage Opamps. The circuit model is shown in Fig. 7 . Again, the second integrator is assumed ideal. Then two nonlinear G m elements appear in the model:
, where the relevant nodal voltages V gm1 , V gm2 , and V 1 are marked in the figure.
The DC terms of the TFs generated by the AICE-D program with V in as input are listed below. The rest are omitted.
(11) The DC TF terms are readable and the closed-form HD3 factor can once again be obtained by substitution of the TFs into (7).
IV. VALIDATION AND APPLICATION
To validate that the closed-form HD3 expressions for different SDM circuit configurations can produce trustful HD values, we designed two CMOS Opamps in the 0.18µm technology. The first Opamp (Opamp-I) is a one-stage fully differential cascode amplifier shown in Fig. 8 and the second Opamp (Opamp-II) is a two-stage fully differential amplifier with Miller compensation shown in Fig. 9 . The transistor dimensions of each Opamp are listed with the circuits in the figures. The nonlinearity coefficients were extracted by running harmonic excitation on the two amplifiers [6] . The extracted coefficients are shown in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively.
The two Opamps are substituted in the four SDMs we studied for closed-form HD3 generation in the preceding section. Now we can run transistor-level circuit simulation for the four SDM circuits. The component values for realizing the loop filters and the RC-integrators are R a1 = R b1 = 50k , and C 1 = 10pF for SDM1. Similarly, the corresponding element values for realizing SDM2 are R a1 = R b1 = 54.683k , C 1 = 10pF, R a2 = R b2 = 53.288k , and C 2 = 5pF. Simulation was performed in Cadence Virtuoso environment. For SDM2 we only simulated the first integrator with the transistor Opamp implementation while the second integrator and the rest components were implemented as behavioral blocks in Verilog-A. Table 3 shows a comparison of the calculated and simulated HD3 DC values of the four SDM cases. We see that the calculated HD3 values by the closed-form formulas agree well with the mixed transistor-behavioral simulation results. Note that there are 3 dB difference between calculated and simulated results of a two stage Opamp. This difference may be caused by ignoring the sampling and quantizing effect in the symbolic calculation. Because in real circuit, the sampling, and quantizing also contribute the nonlinearity.
TABLE 2. Coefficients of
Next, we make a further exploration on applying the symbolic closed-form HD3 expression to circuit optimization. When designing integrators, designers would not only try to achieve high Opamp gains but also attempt to achieve better linearity by suppressing HD3. Without closedform HD3 expression, designers would have to run timeconsuming time-domain simulation followed by fast fourier transform (FFT) to obtain HD3. Now with the explicit analytical expression of HD3 in terms of the cubic nonlinearity coefficients such as g m (3) , g o (3) , g m(2)o (1) , and g m(1)o (2) , we may tune the Opamp design to adjust these nonlinear coefficients until obtaining a better HD3. However, the difficulty is that we do not have deterministic correlation between the transistor sizes and the nonlinearity coefficients.
We approach the problem via optimization as follows. Note that optimization on Opamp design does not change the peripheral element values in SDM. Then the HD3 expression given in (7) is considered a function of the nonlinearity coefficients. Therefore, we may successively define the target HD3 values and attempt to find the nonlinearity coefficients that can achieve the preset HD3 value. We solve each step as a MATLAB optimization problem.
The solving process came up with the results shown in Table 4 for SDM1 with Opamp-I. The first column is the target HD3 and the rest columns are the nonlinearity coefficients that achieve the target HD3. We observe from Table 4 that the reduction of HD3 is more correlated with g m(3) while the linear coefficients g m and g o are kept constant.
Considering the telescope Opamp in Fig. 8 , we notice that g m is mainly determined by the input pair of transistors M 1,2 , which we do not want to change. On the other hand, we may resize the transistors M 3,4 to enhance the output impedance and the DC gain while keep the rest transistors M 5, 6 and M 7,8 unchanged. We expect that tuning the dimension of M 3,4 can adjust the coefficient g m (3) but not g m and g o and the DC biasing.
We verified the design decision in Fig. 10 . After adjusting the width of M 3,4 from 10µm to 5µm, we found that g m (3) dropped from 37µ to 1.4µ. As a result, the HD3 of SDM1 was reduced from −76.3 dB to −81.1 dB.
V. CONCLUSION
A symbolic analysis method for generating closed-form harmonic distortion formula of CTSDMs is proposed. The closed-form HD formulas present explicit relation of the HD3 factor to the circuit parameters. Thus, when circuit parameters change, the HD3 factor can be calculated directly by evaluating a formula instead of running simulation. Furthermore, this paper has made an exploration on applying the closed-form HD formula to circuit optimization.
